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SO THEY SING

She was born with the Korean War at her back and only by 
being small and keeping her mouth shut had she escaped it. 
She was the goat always walking uphill lugging JFK, MLK,  
RFK and Freedom Riders until her thighs were monuments.  
Oklahoma then World Trade Center were more weight. Too 
much. Now she needed a titanium knee. In her hometown  
a mad killer and three months later a bike massacre the same  
week as Orlando. It will require enormous strength to go on.  
She stays outside without the news, alone. She can only 
shuffle; can’t even feel her feet. The birds don’t know how  
the world reels, so they sing.

Elizabeth Kerlikowske 
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ONE-SENTENCE RANT

It takes a village of billions
to ruin Earth for the children,

to make the cars, and drive the cars,
and drill for oil, and ship oil
and refine oil and deliver gas
to filling stations to fuel the cars,

and raise the cows, and slaughter cows,
and butcher cows, and fry ground beef
for the mother in the McDonalds 
drive-through, idling out exhaust

and checking for texts from her parents
on a smartphone plugged overnight
into a kitchen outlet, a node 
of an electrical grid, powered 

by coal someone plundered
from a Kentucky hilltop stripped of trees
that once removed their share 
of carbon dioxide from the sky, 
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that blue scroll written over
with clouds of acid rain
and contrails from jumbo jets,
like the one bearing grandparents

to visit a two-year-old boy
burbling in the back seat of the car
in the McDonalds drive-through 
headed to the airport

for a joyous reunion 
on a day of record-setting heat,
and plans to get wet and wild
on a vanishing beach.

Robert Lowes 
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MAMAW’S QUILT 

I have a faded snapshot of Mamaw
and her quilting bee: Vick Haggerty
lived in a tent all winter,
back in the time of the mine wars.
Ada Thompson hauled her water
halfway up a mountain every day.

Lena Hawkins lived through the flood
of nineteen and sixteen. Married four men.
And Gracie, she could shoot a gun,
kill a copperhead from fifty yards.
My Mamaw was the youngest one,
but Mamaw was the artist.

They call it patchwork. Making pieces
into something whole. Making small things
into something larger. Making friendships.
Making beauty out of something
someone else would throw away. 
Making good. Making do. Making new.

Quilts to keep us warm on winter evenings,
quilts to hold us when we sleep,
or when we lie awake in pain and worry,
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quilts to cover us with love and stories,
when we couple, when we dream,
when we birth, and when we die.

“Don’t put it up and save it,” Mamaw told me.
“You use that quilt. I want to think
you’ll wear it out.” And so I did.
I took that quilt to college and to marriage,
played with my babies on those patches
until they fell to threads beneath my fingers.

Nobody throws a quilt away. Sometimes
they’re lost in floods, burned up in fires.
When poor old Sadie couldn’t wag her tail,
we laid her down, and wrapped her up,
and buried her in Mamaw’s Flower Garden.
You know, we really loved that dog.

Colleen Anderson 
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YOU SLIDE YOUR WISHES  
INTO YOUR LIPS

When you haven’t kissed anyone in three years,
you wonder what will happen when you lean in.
Will your lips panic or slide a bumpy slide
against her lips, a cross country ski glide
that goes awry? What if you slide off, do a face plant?
It’s a full yard sale on the couch with bumped
heads that bruise. You fetch two ice packs. This
is not the cushy cuddle you had planned. These
are not the moans of lust but the groans
and throbs of knocking headaches. You stare
at her and wonder if love is this tough. Ice has
burned a brain freeze into your scalp. You expect
lightning bolts to scar your skin and romance
to be permanent agony like the eagle pecking
Prometheus. But now on the couch
after peach pie and cinnamon spice, you notice
the cut hydrangeas give off an amber glow
as smooth as her skin. You touch her knee.
May I kiss you?

John Davis
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PERSONAL HISTORY

When I shocked a college friend with my ignorance 
about the war, I tried to explain my small town. 
The friend’s father helped liberate Buchenwald, 
my father, too old for the draft, volunteered 
for civil defense, bringing back stories – a report
of “an enemy submarine” that turned out to be 
the Goodyear blimp.    For kids, helping 
the war effort involved making foil balls 
from gum wrappers and flattening tin cans. 
I sat beside my grandfather when he tuned 
his Philco to the nightly news about battles 
in places that sounded like melodies – 
Singapore, Okinawa, Corregidor, Saipan. 
Then I’d try to cheer him by picking out tunes 
from sheet music about love and laughter and peace 
ever after, Tomorrow when the world is free.

Judith Slater
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A MESSENGER

I find myself hailing my neighbor as she trudges
past my house. Like the coast oaks lining our path,
Evelyn is unbending, her walker a prop to hold 
dog treats, windbreaker, Cubs hat.
Small ghosts trail us. 
Maggie, her devoted Jack Russell, long-gone.
Cricket, the coddled black-and-white mutt who died in April. 
I try to stroke Evelyn’s arm. She shakes
her head, eyes too bright behind thick lenses.
She tends our pets, waters our plants, knows everyone 
within a mile of her little cottage. School kids
adore her front yard, decked out for holidays.
Gold and orange leaves, tiny Santas and elves, 
red and blue paper flowers. Always pictures of small female dogs. 
No one really knows Evelyn’s story.
My pace slows to match hers as we walk up the hill to McLaren Park.
Evelyn’s voice softens as trees blur and juncos flit overhead.
Did I ever tell you about the blue heron?
That bird stalked gophers with Cricket.
When Cricket died, damned if the heron didn’t find me.
She looked me straight in the eye, then flew off.
Evelyn hands me a tissue, elbows tensed, almost barbed.
We retrace our steps through this origami
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life. Fold, open, rise in lines
of solitude that sometimes cross.
Look up, says Evelyn.

Angie Minkin




